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How can we effectively identify specific community needs in terms developing youth services and supporting literacy?
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Are there barriers and how do we overcome them?
Guidelines for Conversation

- Focus on what matters
- Contribute your thinking
- Speak your mind and heart
- Listen to understand
- Link and connect ideas
- Listen together for insights and deeper questions
- Play, doodle, draw – writing on tables is encouraged
Making a New Promise
With Our Communities

R. David Lankes
Professor and Dean’s Scholar for the New Librarianship
Syracuse University’s iSchool
Screencast: http://www.DavidLankes.org
Earlier this month, I attended my state’s annual library conference.

There was a keynote, of course; and it was a good one, **New Librarianship’s New Promise**, by R. David Lankes, with great observations, ideas, inspiration, and some laughs. Here is the PowerPoint (and I have to say it’s the type of presentation I like, one that you don’t understand unless you hear the speaker).

But.
The Perils of the Deficit Model of Advocacy
The Promise of Participation
Literacy Goes Far Beyond Reading, Libraries Must Go Far Beyond Books
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Questions

• Are there barriers and how do we overcome them?
Guidelines for Conversation

• Focus on what matters
• Contribute your thinking
• Speak your mind and heart
• Listen to understand
• Link and connect ideas
• Listen together for insights and deeper questions
• Play, doodle, draw – writing on tables is encouraged
Of Dunces and Dreamers

• K-12 Education Shackled by Testing
• New Emerging Models of Learning
  • Kahn Academy, Badges
  • Libraries!
• Kids Are NOT Consumers in Training
• WE MUST THINK BIG
More? Available Now...

Make a New Promise

Screencast and Slides at:
@rdlankes • http://www.DavidLankes.org